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Safety in the workplace is an increasing concern,
especially for those who work late or overnight.
To do your best to stay safe, you can follow
these simple steps when you are in the college:
Avoid using isolated or deserted hallways,
Call security or the police if you see someone
in the building that you don't recognize or should
not be there,
When departing, make use of a SafeWalk
escort.
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The SA is looking for volunteers to work the
election polls on Mar.
29 and 30 at both the Notre Dame and Princess
Street campuses. Each
hour you volunteer gives you one entry in the
draw. So, if you volunteer
for three hours, your name will be in the draw
three separate times.
Training will be provided (1 hour) and lunch
will be provided as well.
All you have to do is come to either SA office
(Notre Dame - CM20 or
Princess - P110) to sign up!

RRC hosts First Nations Science Fair
Fresh Faces
Make it two in a row for RRC.
The Notre Dame Campus once again played
host to a regional science fair for First Nations
students, put on by the Manitoba First Nations
Education Resource Centre (MFNERC).
The fair brought in over 300 students who
attend any of the 56 First Nations-operated
schools in the province.
The students ranged in levels from grade 4 to
senior 4.
The science fair, which is now in its fourth year,
was being held at the college in order to encourage
Aboriginal students to pursue higher education
after high school.
Top students competing in the fair will go on to
compete nationally.
The science fair was held in the south gym on
Mar. 9.
Poll Clerk Volunteers Needed
This is your chance to get involved, learn a new
skill and WIN one of
four IPOD SHUFFLES!

The projector has passed the editorial torch. The
new staff for the remainder of this school year and
the upcoming year is:

Editor-in-chief:

James Turner

News editor:

Joanna Fultz

Arts and
Entertainment editor: Arnie Lesyk
Health, Lifestyle,
and Sports editor:

Kathryn McBurney

Layout, Design and
Photo editor:

Lynsey Sable

Graphic Designers
and Asst. Layout editors: Tyrone Fontaine
Natalie Morin
Brooke Nelson
Jessica Phillips
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e next story mee ng
or the projector is
12:00 p.m., Friday,
Mar. 31, 2006
in W102 Newsroom.
contact
the projector:
Phone: 204.947.0013
Fax: 204.949.9150
The Projector
c/o Red River College Students' Association
P 110 - 160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 1K9
For advertising information, contact
Guy Lussier at:
204.632.2070
glussier@rrc.nab.ca

spring break essay
The RRCSA sponsored a Spring Break essay contest, asking students to explain why having a longer
break in February is important to them. The winner received $250.
1 rst place: Rebecca Campbell (business administration)
2nd place: Melanie Davidson (creative communications)
3rd place: Ryan Tame (wood products manufacturing technology)

why spring break is important for the college
BY REBECCA CAMPBELL

S

pring break at Red River
College is important for
the image of the college
and the well-being of the students and staff.
In the 2003-04 school year,
a semester system was implemented. Part of its purpose
was for the students graduating
from the college to have fair
competition for jobs with the
graduating university students.
This has made university and
college more equal in the eye of
the public and future students.
The implementation of a spring
break, which is also known as
reading week, would further
this image of being equal.

Perceptions of college versus
university has changed over
the last several years and will
continue to change with time.
If Red River College has a similar image and appeal as local
universities, the enrolment will
increase significantly.
There are many benefits to
the students and staff at Red
River College if a spring break
was arranged. After the cold
Winnipeg winter, having a week
off when the weather changes is
rejuvenating and refreshing.
The staff and students would
come back to school for the final
push and give all of their effort,
because they are not stressed
out. I believe that there would
be less sickness and absenteeism

from classes because stress is a
major cause of sickness. Also,
students would feel less inclined
to take "mental health days "
from classes.
To me, spring break is a time
to relax and get caught up on
any work that needs to get done
before final exams.
Three days are extremely
important to me, and I think
most of the students and staff
feel the same because it reduces
feelings of unfairness between
other- educational institutions,
reduces stress, and gives students
a chance to relax!
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meet the candidates
COMPILED BY JAMES TURNER
Red River College hosted a noon hour all-candidates forum at the Princess street campus on Mar. 16, where nominees running for
executive positions inside next year's Students' Association gave short speeches outlining their platforms.

Here's a breakdown of the who's who, and if elected, what they propose for RRC students next year:
Michael Cochrane (running for: Vice-President, Academic)
Lobbying the college for a longer spring break.
More facilities for recreation at the Princess Street campus.
Shirley Haynes (running for: Vice-President, Academic)
A bicycle cage for Princess Street.
More facilities for recreation at the Princess Street campus.
Lobbying the college administration for a longer spring break.
Helena Herrera (running for: re-election Vice-President, Support Services- running ur
More facilities for recreation at the Princess Street campus.
Lobbying the college administration for a longer spring break.
Jesse Wilson (running for: Vice President, Princess Street campus)
Lobbying downtown restaurants for student discounts.
Addressing problems with the Equitrac pay for print system.
Simon Strauman (running for: Vice-President, Princess Street campus)
Lobbying the college administration for a longer spring break.
New microwaves for student use.
Continuing talks with Winnipeg Transit regarding a universal bus pass for RRC studen
Adam Rogocki (running for: President of the RRCSA)
Lobbying the college administration for a longer spring break.
Demanding accountability from the college executive over student lab fees.
Addressing problems with the Equitrac pay for print system
Rex Masesar (running for: re-election as President of the RRCSA)
Continuing talks with Winnipeg Transit regarding a universal bus pass for RRC students.
Lobbying the college administration to use government funding to cut back on student lab fees.
Improving the recreational environment for students on both campuses.
Student elections will take place at the Notre Dame and Princess Street campuses on Wed. Mar. 29 and Thurs.

province thaws its wallet:
new cash for education
BY JAMES TURNER
ost-secondary institutes
in Manitoba can breathe
a little bit easier in the
wake of the Manitoba government's 2006 budget, which
came down Mar. 6. The budget
announced a major new investment in post-secondary education to the tune of $60 million
over the next three years.
The government will maintain the current freeze on
tuition and provide increases to
bursary and scholarship funds.
Diane McGifford, Minister
of Advanced Education and
Training, called the amount
of new funding "historic" and
"unprecedented."
"The province has stepped
forward," she told a press con-

p

ference held at RRC's Princess
Street campus. McGifford
added that the budget provides
for "a stable, predictable basis
for shaping post-secondary programming," helping to address
what she called "a desperate
need" for a post-secondary
strategy.
Jeff Zabudsky, president of
RRC, called the announcements "good news," saying that
it's the "first time in history
there's been a multi-year funding program."
Zabudsky added that he felt
optimistic that the multi-year
promise would bring some
much-needed stability to the
college's financial planning
process.
"This year, we know what
our budget will be for three

years," he said.
Students can count on at least
one more year of a provincially
funded freeze of tuition costs,
but McGifford warned that the
freeze would melt one day.
"The tuition freeze will not
last forever," she said. "The
Premier (Gary Doer) has always

"The tuition
freeze will not
last forever."
DIANE MCGIFFORD

said that."
McGifford also said that she
was concerned about universities trying to increase revenue
by raising student fees, which

are separate from tuition costs.
"Traditionally, universities
have the capacity to raise some
fees," she said. "It became an
issue last year when some large
fees were passed by the (university) boards."
The University of Manitoba
raised their student fees by
$150 last year, down from a
proposed $450 according to
the Canadian Federation of
Students.
According
to
Finance
Minister Greg Selinger's budget
address, the province's annual
payout to post secondary institutions in the province to cover
the freeze has grown from $8
million in 2000 to a total of
nearly $14 million today.
Zabudsky recently told the
Winnipeg Free Press that RRC's

$3.7 million share of the new
funding would go toward reducing wait times for programs. He
said that the college had been
"sacrificing basic infrastructure
needs" to maintain the quality
of education, and that unless
more money was coming in the
future, is was "going to start to
eat at the thing that we hold
most dear...the quality of our
programming."
McGifford also said that she
hopes the $1.4 million increase
to Manitoba bursary programs
would help in "containing student debt."
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Red River College

Students' Association
Make it Yours!
www.RRCSA.COM
Elections are here win! This is an exciting time for the SA, as seven candidates compete for four positions, the race should be a good one Sec
the elicetions schedule below or .more information. The results will he announced at the -"Rock The Vote. kegger„ from 3-7pin in the Cave

Lounge on Thu

March 30t1L Come down and cheek out a battle of the bands as the SA hosts the Campus Music Explosion.

The SA executive would like to thank all participants in the Spring Break Essay Contest.. The following winners were chest
I st Place Rebecca Campbell
2nd Place Melanie Davidson
3rd Place - Ryan Tame
Congmtulatiorts to the winners! Look for their essays in an upcoming issue old* Projector! And thanks to all who entered.
-

congratulations to „lames Turner, the incoming editor of The Projector, We wish lames and his team the hest as they strive to make this

paper even better for the 20%407 seheolyearl
Rex Mn
President
Adam lopeki. VP - Academies
Helena Harem. VP - Support Services
Matt Ditihaldo, VP - Princess St„ Campus

R CSA Elections Schedule
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!WIN ONE OF 4 IPOD SHUFFLES!!!!!!=
Campaigning Begins;

Ws as easy as volunteering to he a poll clerk

tor the upcoming SA elections.

Wednesday, March 15th

So, three hours or
volunteering means three cbni

Advance Polls:

Wednesday, March 22nd
Volunteers needed for the following dates:
Advanced Polls - March 22nd 10am- ,2pin

Campaigning ends:

Tuesday. March 28th

Polls • March 29th 811111.7pm
March 30th •3ritn

Voting:

March 29th and 30th

Sign up at the SA offices at
Noire Dame - CM20
Or at Princess Street P110

RRCSA- MAKE IT YOU
astaressital teacher that sais
aka arms
aim an opporteoity for ibis went* rem*

CNIB Benefit Auction!!
Canadian National Institute for the Blind, along with
SilVer Level sponsors, the Red River College Students'
Associ will be hosting the 7th annual Eye On The
Ms Benefit Art Auction on March 21, 2008 at the
Winnipeg Convention Centre,
The event wilt feature more than 200 works of art from
divers local, national and international artists. All pro-

ceeds go to supporting the CNIB network of programs
and .z.trvices which are offered to over &300 blind and
visually impaired Manitobans,
For more information, or to purchase tickets, please call
the CNIB at 774-5421 or go to

Safe Walk

Teacher Award of Exceilencesiti

Be Smaritt Call us!!
Princess Street Campus
Contact Campus Security
at 949 8305

Norobrato year
reverito tooehorff Drop by C1020 or
the Nerreostree peck*

-

Plenisellilons du April 21

Notre Dame Campus
Contact Campus Security
at 632.2323

Pizza Oaysl
Noir° lottrnkt
Wedrt sdav

Or use the safewalk

Mar 22nd St April 6th
Princess $t„
"rhursdayls
Mar 23rd St April Its

**VS located on both

wwwontb-eyeontheart. corn

campuses,

"c 4

x

Maser

President
(204)-632-2474

Adam Rogocki
VP Academic
(204)-632-247

en Herrera
• ;:fa,

VP SLlpp4rt Servie
(2463 2248
.

********
44 4 4, 44

Mali

DiUbaldo

VP Princess St
204)-949-8466
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chopper to
report drivers
going nowhere
BY AMIE LESYK
Winnipeg's
Corus
radio stations, CJOB
and Power 97, have
joined the ranks of big-city
radio stations across Canada
with the launch of their new
traffic-reporting helicopter.
"It's a cool addition," says
traffic reporter Brian Barkley.
Barkley is Winnipeg's only
reporter dedicated solely to
traffic, according to CJOB's
website.
He says that the chopper helps

in delivering more informative
traffic reports. For example,
they now have the capability of
reporting accidents soon after
they happen.
Until now, Barkley had
received traffic information from cell phone callers,
Winnipeg Transit and various
emergency services in and out
of Winnipeg.
"Having someone I can call
in the air... is an invaluable
resource in sorting out the
minor from the major situations," he says.

Former RRC student and
Power 97 DJ Kristin Marand
will be riding in the chopper.
She is the one Barkley calls for
in-air updates.
Occupying the pilot's seat
will be Prairie Helicopter's
president Michael Persoage and
vice-president Derek Longley.
They will take turns at pilot
duties.
"We're happy to be a part of
it," says Persoage. "It all happened so fast to us."
The traffic chopper is set to
run Mondays to Fridays dur-

ing the morning and afternoon
rush hours.
"We're able to fly on weekends for special events if they
need us," says Persoage.
Corus Entertainment began
attaining traffic choppers in
several of its major markets during the beginning of February.
Winnipeg is the fourth city to
get a chopper.
The Casinos of Winnipeg
Air 680 Traffic Chopper has a
$450,000 price tag.
"It's a significant investment on our part," said Garth

PPL L
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wenty-three-year-old Winnipegger
Amber Peter waits for her bus
at the corner of River Road and
St. Mary's. Her cheeks are rosy and you
can see her breath when she talks. She
wears a toque, scarf and mittens. It's a
cold winter day, but that hasn't stopped
her from buying a large Slurpee from the
7-Eleven store just behind her.
"It's Pepsi," says Peter. "The best
Slurpee flavour ever invented."
Peter is just one of many Winnipeggers
who doesn't let the frigid winter weather
slow consumption of the frozen drink.
Sucking back an average of 400,000
Slurpees every month, the province has
won the title of Slurpee Capital of the
World for the past six years.
"I've been trying to get my hands on
one of those bumper stickers that says
Slurpee Capital of the World," says
Peter. "If I can drink one of these in this
weather, I think 1 deserve at least that."
With 27,900 stores world wide, it's
hard work staying on top six years running. Manitobans purchase approximately 8,300 Slurpee drinks per store
each month, which adds up to a lot of
brain freeze for just one province.
Not to mention the fact that all those
Slurpee wannabes such as Slush Puppies
and Frosters don't count towards the
Slurpee competition. Not that any diehard fan would ever switch to the dark
side.

C

lion

LEGAL EMPOWERMENT

catching
up on
your slurp?
BY KIRSTEN WHITEHILL

Buchko, CJOB's general manager, in a Winnipeg Sun article
earlier this month. "It's another
signature property that we have
that sets us apart from the other
radio stations in Winnipeg."
Barkley believes that the
chopper will continue to be
valuable as Winnipeg grows.
He has only one regret so far:
he hasn't had a ride.

for only pennies a ciL
• Consultation on ursii iced legal matters
• A full comprehensive Will provided
• Help with Autooac or traffic violations

Contact Derek G

"It has to be a real 7-Eleven Slurpee,
otherwise I won't enjoy it," says Peter.
"If I'm going to get a Slurpee I'll walk
the extra few minutes to get myself to a
7-Eleven."
According to 7-Eleven's slurpee.com
website, a broken soda fountain machine
back in 1959 is responsible for the
Slurpee creation.
Omar Knedlik, who owned a drive-in
hamburger restaurant in Kansas, served
semi-frozen bottled pop from his freezer
as a quick fix when his fountain broke.
The success of the slushy soda sparked
Knedlik to develop a machine that would
replicate his invention. With the help of
a Dallas machinery manufacturer, the
first slush machine was invented.
When a 7-Eleven manager noticed one
of the slush machines in a competitor's
store, he saw success and knew he had to
buy one. By 1965, 7-Eleven purchased
three machines and only two years later
almost every 7-Eleven store was equipped
with a machine. The ice drinks were later
named Slurpees, after the noise they
make when sipped through a straw.
Today enough Slurpee drinks are sold
each year to fill up 12 Olympic swimming pools, a feat Peter has played a part
in achieving.
"I drink Slurpees all season long. It's
my comfort food when I have a cold in
the winter, and my sugar fix after a long
day at work. This city wouldn't be the
same without its Slurpees."
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TURNING IDEA INTO REkLTY
what you could make it real?
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& more!

PRAYER ROOM AT NOTRE DAME CAMPUS
ar pleased to announce that the Notns Daille Campus has a
new *PRAYER ROOM* in Room A243. This prayer room has
been in process for qude some time and is now open and
available to both staff and students. It is open from 6:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m. People of all spiritual paths. cultures and
traditions are welcome_
The PRAYER ROOM wid be used for "silent prayer, meditation
and stillness'. It is a place of PEACE AND SERENITY. amidst
the busyness and many activities of college life. Our hope is that
all those who enter there will find renewal and tranquility.
A "Grand Opening" of the prayer room will be hosted later this
WI and will be announced as soon as it is scheduled . so be
on the lookout for this upcoming event.
Everyone is In led to use the prayer 100171 whenever there is a
need for some "quiet time" and we hope you will enjoy this
'ASIS" that we have been gifted with
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much ado
about nothing

1p 1354)*

overreacting to a t. diss

Need a Job with Flexible Hours?

BY SHERI LAMB

Find Out How The World Thinks!

ne of the best things about living in a democratic
country is the freedom to form an opinion. It
seems though a lot of people have forgotten this,
given the uproar over an article in the Feb. 25 issue of the
Globe and Mad
In the article, titled "Urban decay is not a negative"
writer Julius Strauss presents the two side of Winnipeg's
downtown: one showing new developments such as the
MTS Centre, the new Hydro building and condos on
Waterfront Drive. Then to have a balance the story - and
face it every city has an area they would like to hide from
visitors — he included information about panhandling,
homelessness and crime.
But, to hearing some Winnipeggers' reaction to the
piece, you'd think Strauss had set out to diss our beloved,
yet frigid city. I suspect a lot of people didn't bother to
read the whole article (it was over two pages long), since I
found the story to be an accurate portrayal of Winterpeg.
Take for example the article's title, "Urban decay is not
a negative" suggests (to me) a city's graffiti and darker side
brings character to the downtown, otherwise it would be
a sterile and boring place to visit.
Both sides of the downtown are presented in the article
through the eyes of successful Winnipeg businessman
Soso Radulovic and down-on-his-luck Tegger Mike
Wishnowski, and throughout Strauss backs up his facts
about the cost of living, housing prices and job statistics.
It's mentioned how our summers are hot and filled with
mosquitoes, while the winters make Winnipeg one of the
coldest large city's in the world. (Shouldn't we be happy
someone thought of us as large?)
Why are we getting upset when outsiders see us the
way we see ourselves? I don't hear Torontonians getting
their feathers ruffled when we express disgust over their
`Centre of the Universe' mentality. The point is to stop
caring what other cities think and let's like our city for
what it is.
If anyone has a right to feel slighted from the story
it would be Aboriginals whom are given the typical stereotype portrayal as drunks on Main Street. There is no
mention of Aboriginals who have succeeded in politics,
business and other endeavors.
I know our city's downtown has come along nicely with
new developments over the past few years, including the
Red River College Princess Street campus, but the area
still faces problems with homelessness, prostitution and
gang-related violence.
Still, it's up to the individual to decide if they feel safe
and comfortable walking along the streets of the downtown, whether it's during the day or at night.
I spent much of the last six years walking the streets
of the downtown as a student upgrading my education.
During the many long walks to my car or the bus stop, I
never once felt I was in any danger from panhandlers or
people on the streets. It's unlikely most people are looking
to cause trouble, unless they're provoked.
So next time some outsider decides to write about
Winnipeg's less than flattering side, remember that they're
giving us some recognition. And if this is not enough, at
least we're not Regina.

We are currently hiring far tfle position

0

Sheri Lamb has left the dangerous and cold streets of
Winnipeg for a new life in the oil patches of Northern
Alberta, following the trail of Ralph Klein greenbacks.

of

Market Research interviewer
Evening interviewer
Shift choices:
Monday to Friday
4pm-lOpm, 4pm-11prn or

Saturday 11am-6pm and
Sunday 3pm-lOpm
What You Need:
- Strong written & oral communication skills
- A typing speed at least 24 wpm
- Be able to commit to a minimum of 3
shifts per week (including 1 weekend shift)
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Re-Electing RexAnse ar

unaas you

voting

tor:

1.
COlieg

With a year under my belt, I Britt rite ltnowlede an
experience necessary tO
VAS to the best f
my L.apabilities. I bring strong* knowledge 13in issues for
tridents at the College such as the "Spring Break" issue,
reproving teacher evaluations for current & future students
d of course the many fees that students pay.at the Collegt.
such as parking, food services, and to & material fees.
2. Improving Student Services % ithin. and outside the Collett
.Aiotig with experience, there is the network of contacts developed which will help
serve the needs of the students. An important issue was the proposal to develop a
Universal Bus Pass system for the students in Winnipeg. %rotting with this network
has also seen developing a stronger student representation to both the provincial &
federal govertunent. We lobby together to address students tteeds such as better
financial assistant for students and maintaining the costs of education,
3. ImprovIne the learttine Environment of the College for students

lots with improving E.hings such as the teacher evaluation program and wo
the "Spring Break" issue, 1 reali2e the need for students to just have time to relax.
Using the network of contacts and working with the SA, we will work on develtong
more joint events tbr the students of the College and the students of Manitoba.
Events such as student pub crawls, socials and student bar nights. We strive to mike
the most out °f our education but there are times when we just need to relax and
unwind.
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urine control
of your health
ex-pee-hence your flava!
BY JACK RACH

react positively to its illnesses.
build up the courage to recycle other half with pineapple juice.
Urinophiles
recommend my own golden fluid. The
I held the glass to my lips.
lmost all little kids joke
drinking from the middle majority of advice I read said
I could smell the junk my
about drinking pee
Coen van der Kroon , stream of your morning pee. to start with a few drops, then body was trying to get out.
when they're gulping a who published The Golden
slowly work your way up to a
With a deep breath, I tilted
glass of apple juice.
Fountain — The Complete "We all know that
full glass.
the pint back. It didn't taste so
Well, Yogis have been drink- Guide to Urine Therapy in
Each day I told myself that bad, just a bit salty. I thought
ing their own yellow excretion 1993 writes, "We all know that drinking urine
I wasn't going to drink any how interesting it would be to
for thousands of years to fight drinking urine is healthy and is healhy and
coffee and that I would drink start every day like this. I was
ailments, calling it Amaroli. strengthening yet most of us strengthening yet
more water than usual, giving expecting my life to change
And now more earthy natu- have forgotten this."
me the best introduction.
instantly like I'd evolve into a
most of us have
ropaths are following the yogi
Van der Kroon was introBut my deadline was rare specimen of super-health.
practice - officially calling it duced to urine therapy while forgotten this."
approaching. I was running
The result was anti-climactic.
urine therapy or uropathy.
visiting a monastery. During
out
of
time.
A
number
of
Later
that day, I was hammered
CORN VAN DER FROON
Drinking pee supposedly his stay, a large rock fell onto They want you to turn the tap mornings I took a glass into with my first cold of the year. It
rejuvenates and cleanses stale his left foot, which broke his on for a bit before filling your the bathroom with me. Each put me out for nearly a week.
insides like repainting the inte- middle toe and tore his toenail glass. They don't want you time I returned it, unused, to
I rarely get sick, so by that
rior of a house. These earthy off. After a week of treatment drinking from the last of your the kitchen.
conclusion, I'm happily back to
naturopaths say pee is a cure for with antiseptics the abrasion tinkle because there may be
One following morning I flushing full stream ahead.
nearly all human ailments from was not healing and he was sediment.
filled nearly half a glass with my
toothaches, influenza, cancer, advised to pee on a cloth and
It took me over two weeks to middle stream, then topped the
and my favourite — jaundice. wrap it around his toe. Van
How ironic that drinking your der Kroon was disgusted.
own golden elixir will turn After internal debate, he gave
'yellow skin back to its natural it a try, and in three days, van
dof rto
"">*".\\
colour.
der Kroon says his wound was
More acceptable cleansers completely clean.
are ones that encourage people
During those three days,
to eat only raw fruit and veg- he learned more about urine
*Al
etables or only consume certain therapy through a book titled
liquids. Many naturopaths say The Water of Life by J.W.
will mediate your
these practices rejuvenate and Armstrong. This is where van
energize bodies.
der Kroon learned that drink• I llbeav
voice tor atudentol
Dr. Michael Lavallee, a natu- ing pee is healthy, too.
ropath in Winnipeg, doesn't
Van der Kroon's book states
promote urine therapy.
pee is basically (depending how
"There are many other choic- hydrated you are) 95 per cent
es one could use," says Lavallee. water, 2.5 per cent urea, and
"Most people are more apt to the remaining 2.5 per cent is
take herbs than practice U.T."
a mixture of minerals, salt,
"I've never prescribed it to hormones and enzymes. Urea
anyone myself, nor do I even is poisonous in large quantities,
This is the job I am applying for...
know anyone personally who's but in this ratio van der Kroon
done it. I would never recom- says it's harmless.
This campaign is my interview...
mend it," says Lavallee. "People
Another factor to consider is
This is why you should hire mei
in the Third World use it on that what goes in must come
their feet to heal cuts and stop out. Urine therapy advocates
If you were a manager, why would you hire moll
infection. That's as far as I such as van der Kroon suggest
would carry it."
keeping alcohol and coffee
Dr. Kellie Whitehill of intake to a minimum when
Vancouver General Hospital drinking your own pee.
• Because rot swami:20W
thinks urine therapy is disgusting and says the practice doesn't
The Experiment
•
BeCaliell I atrr e &Againgt
make sense medically.
"The kidney's job is to filUrine therapy advocates
Fa it that the SA needs to
ter out what the body doesn't believe that pee drinking is an
need," says Whitehill. "You effective cleanser because urine
then get rid of all that when is not a toxic waste product.
you pee, so why would anyone Urinophiles say pee condrink what their body's getting tains antibodies, which upon
rid of?"
reingestion can help the body
Weird Science

.
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the matrix of colour
which pill is for you?
the red or the blue?
BY RHYS KELSO
olours play an important role in our lives.
We see, experience, and remember objects by
colour.
Colour has been in our world since we were born,
and someone holding up an apple and saying this is
red, for example, taught us what was red.
But have you ever once sat down and actually
thought about what causes us to see colours?
For many years, philosophers have tried to come up
with a theory to explain what causes us to see colours.
They are split between two theories: the subjective and
the objective theory.
The objective view is that colour is part of the physical world and is independent of the people who see it.
While the subjective view suggest that the colour we
see depends on the circumstances in which we view
the object.
Galileo first introduced the subjective theory of
colour around 1619. He realized that if one looks at a
red object in the dark it doesn't look red. He said that
if it's not red in the dark then how does one know that
the properties of that object make the colour red.
The objective theory that colour is a property of the
object has been around even longer. Aristotle would
not have agreed with Galileo. He simply held the belief
that colour was a property of the object.
University of Manitoba philosophy professor Rob
Shaver believes in the subjective theory. He also introduced the history and theory of colour to one of his
classes.
He says he initiates the topic by telling his students
that things aren't really coloured.

C

The common reaction to Shaver's statement is a look
of disbelief.
"I explain that colour is just a matter of how we react
to things," says Shaver. "All that I am saying is that the
properties that objects have do not include colour as a
property. Colours are caused by the properties."
C.L. Hardin, author of Color for Philosophers, supports Shaver's reasoning.
"The essential character of shapes is amenable to
mathematical representation, but the essential nature
of colour resists it," says Hardin.
Shaver also points to problems with the colour spectrum as an example that people only perceive colour
subjectively.
"We have a problem identifying true green. Greens
can shade over to yellow and blue, but we all say that
we can pick out a true green," explains Shaver. "The
problem is people pick out different colours and can't
come to an agreement on true green."
It's All In Your Head

To help prove the subjective theory, Shaver points to
an example of two people who see the same colour, but
they are actually having opposite experiences.
"It's called the inverted spectrum theory. A person's
spectrum is completely reversed from the normal spectrum. Although they were taught it was red they are
actually experiencing green," says Shaver.
Hardin also mentions the inverted spectrum theory.
"The mere possibility is sufficient to raise the philo
sophical problems the possibility of spectrum inversion has been seen as posing," says Hardin.

R

The Culture of Colour

Shaver also used the example of how different cultures didn't have as many words for colour as other
cultures do. He suggests cultures have different experiences when seeing a colour that they don't have a word
for.
"Some cultures only have three words for colour.
There will be colours that we have that others don't
identify as different," says Shaver. "They might identify within yellow where we won't make discriminations."
University of Manitoba dean of anthropology, Dr.
Brian Schwimmer, agrees that not all cultures have
the same words for colour. However, he disagrees that
people from different cultures are going to have different experiences.
"Different languages have different numbers of
terms for classifying the colours that their speakers see.
Some languages have as little as two (black and white).
However, their speakers certainly see all the colours of
the spectrum," says Schwimmer.
As far as obtaining scientific proof to support his
theory of colour, Shaver said it would almost be impossible to test what someone is experiencing in their head
when they see a colour.
"Even if there was any easy way to test the subjective theory, scientists have no interest whether or not
colour is an experience in your head," says Shaver.

& 30 m

VOTE
Michael Cochrane
VP Academic
I WANT TO REPRESENT YOU!

THE STUDENTS
• Fight for a Spring Break at RRC •
• Get you more Equitrac Credits •
Make it cost efficient for Part-time Students
Bring an SA Lounge to Princess Street •

TAXES DONE YE
Febntary 20, 20 w e Abe in
ncus, Monday - We tine
12- km and at the Nate Den
y, (Limy Rimy) 9 . 3 pm

After Hours Pkase Call 55280 for appt
Student fse Staff Return Only

$30.00 Including Taxes
See yort soon!!
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your
health
matters
LAURA RUDDOCK,
COLUMNIST

love bites

ccording toan
article that appeared in the Mayo
Clinic Women's HealthSource last April, owning
pet can improve your health.
The article says that people who own companion
pets (most commonly dogs or cats) were less likely to
be depressed than those who were without animal cornpanionship.
Animal welfare specialist Melanie Lajambe from
Petcetera explains why this may be.
"I think they are therapeutic and good for our health
because they provide unadulterated companionship and
unbiased love. Not only do they want affection from
you, but they also require it, so there's the sense of giving love and joy to something."
Lajambe says pets are very in tune with their owner's
emotions and that some animals can tell when their
owner is sad, injured or sick.
"Animals have the ability to assess their environment
in a more sensory sort of way. They can pick up on
subtle clues when something is wrong with you," says
Lajambe.
Often animals will respond to these clues with
increased affection and attention, simple gestures that
can make all the difference when you're feeling down..
Mayo Clinic Women's HealthSource also noted that
owning pets could lower blood pressure, cholesterol and
your risk of heart disease.
Lajambe agrees with these findings, and says the
increased physical activity some pet owners experience
may be responsible for these positive health benefits.
"With dogs, or even some cats, you should be walking
them and playing with them, and the exercise you get
from this is good for you."
Regular walks around the block or games of fetch in
.the backyard with Fido could keep you in shape and
add years to your life.
"I think the biggest thing is the affection, the need
and the care. Pets bring out a sense of importance and
a sense of purpose in their owners," says Lajambe. "It's
almost as if there's nothing to worry about when your
cat or dog is around"
If you would like to improve your physical and mental well-being while gaining some animal companionship, visit the Winnipeg Humane Society.
Cats range in price from $59.00 - $131.00 (kittens
are more expensive than senior cats). Or, if you have
a little more money (and time) you can take home a
puppy for $229.00, or a senior dog for $69.00.
Not only would you be improving your own quality
of life, you'd be saving an animal's life too.

2 pm - Free Pool
3 pm - Bar Open
3:30 pm - CME battle
6 pm - Election Results
7 pm - Bar Close

Campus Music Explosion
is looking for the best music act (band, duo or solo artist)
at Red River College!

You could WIN
A TRIP TO EDMONTON
to play in front of

industry professionals
at the National CME Showcase.
Competition starts on March 30.
Must register by March 29
For details email: saevents(&rrc.mb.ca

we are online

check out the projector online: www.acsa.com
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pissing off sex pistol style
BY KRISTA SIMONSON

BY MIKE UHRICH

id the Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame
expect anything else? The Ramones
may have set up the talk, but from
the start in 1975, the Sex Pistols walked the
walk. Filthy, nihilistic, and raucous, the Sex
Pistols were the epitome of what rock and roll
was meant to be. They voiced the anger and
dissention of their generation, puked and shat
their way to the top, and changed the course
of music in less than five years.
Of course they refused their induction into
the Hall of Fame. The Sex Pistols were antiestablishment and happily anarchist. Accepting
the award, no matter how prestigious, would
be an absolute turnaround on the principals
they so loudly laid out in their opus Never
Mind the Bollocks Here's the Sex Pistols. In fact,
it's exactly because the Rock 'n' Roll Hall of
Fame is so venerated and acclaimed that the
punks had to tell the board to @$!* off.
Marshall McLuhan taught us the medium
is the message; the screams of Johnny Rotten
perfectly spoke the protests of British youth
caught in an outdated class system. Those
who've raged with the Pistols since way back
understand this latest defiance, and McLuhan
would've approved.
Unfortunately, it's 2006, and today's music
fans adore mass-produced entertainers who
can't sing, write, or play music. They believe
that punk is suburban garage angst crap from
cute boys that smell like Calvin Klein.
Today's kids need a visual message to get
the point. Celebrities who perform superficial stunts staged by their agents is their
medium. Yes, the Sex Pistols declared their .
decision to snub the induction on the Net,
with an impressive lack of the Queen's grammar and spelling. But they chose the wrong
medium. To be heard, they needed to accept
the award and piss on it properly. Then the
kids would've listened. Anarchy is dead in rock
`n' roll. Long live the Sex Pistols. May their
bodily fluids forever flow.

nother class has been inducted into the
Rock n' Roll Hall of Fame. Southern rockrs Lynyrd Skynyrd, heavy metal pioneers
Black Sabbath, CBGB Punk Rockers Blondie,
Mr. Cool Miles Davis, and the shit disturbing
Sex Pistols all joined the elite artists that call
Cleveland, Ohio a second home.
But let's throw back to Sesame Street and ask
which one of these things is not like the other?
One could argue its Miles Davis, who was
inducted into a Rock Hall of Fame despite the
fact that he played mainly jazz music. I, however,
will choose to argue that it is the talent-less Sex
Pistols that do not belong. Ever.
The Pistols snubbed the Hall by refusing to
accept their induction at the ceremony on Mar.
13. They proclaimed this one month ago on their
website in a misspelled statement that read "Were
not coming."
Instead, The Pistols sent a handwritten letter,
which was also posted on their website, laden
with profanities, and more grammatical and spelling errors, for a representative of the Hall to read
at the induction ceremony.
Let's face it: the Sex Pistols are getting into the
Hall based on influence. They had a negative
amount of talent. The Pistols only existed for
less than three years and during that time all they
accomplished was the release of one album.
They relied on attitude and rebellion to get by,
and became one of the most overrated bands in
the history of planet Earth. After being denied
entry into the Hall five times, the Pistols were
allowed in 2006.
Then a slew of disrespect came from the overrated punks—disrespect that the Hall of Fame
bent over for.
Here's a bit of advice for the Hall of Fame. If
the Pistols want to play James Dean, then the Hall
should grow some balls, give them a taste of their
own medicine and renege the entry altogether.

D

OPPOSITE SEX? OPPOSE THIS.
nternational Women's Day is an annual 24-hour
period for women to unite as one single entity and
fight for equality against old men with distinguished
long white beards.
Wait a second, that was decades ago. Yet, why do we still
recognize International Women's Day?
I understand how it got started. It dates back to the
centuries-old struggle of women to participate in society
on an equal footing with their male counterparts.
In ancient Greece, Lysistrata initiated a sexual strike
against men in order to end war. That was how it began
and has continued ever since. Looking to the French
Revolution, Parisian women called for "liberty, equality,
fraternity" and marched on Versailles to demand women's
suffrage.
Women must have felt that they needed a day (Mar. 8)
to remind themselves to continue their war against men.
But ladies, now that we are in the 21st Century, how are
you ever going to be considered equal if you need your
own day, year after year.
That's like saying a woman who bikes a kilometre is just
as fit as a man who walks the same distance.
Here are two distinct views of feminism, for those new
to the scene.
"The feminist agenda is not about equal rights for
women," said Pat Robertson, an American Christian
fundamentalist. "It is about a socialist, anti-family
political movement that encourages women to leave their
husbands, kill their children, practice witchcraft, destroy
capitalism, and become lesbians."
Feminist Elizabeth Cady Stanton saw that the church
had plenty to do with setting up a bad stereotype of
women, of which ladies continually must fight against.
"The bible teaches that women brought sin and death
- into the world, that she precipitated the fall of the race,
that she was arraigned before the judgment seat of
Heaven, tried, condemned and sentenced," said Stanton.
"Marriage for her was to be a condition of bondage,
maternity a period suffering and anguish, and in silence
and subjection, she was to play the role of a dependent
on man's bounty for all her material wants, and for all the
information she might desire."
Valentine's Day and Secretary's Day already both favour
the female sex, but at least aren't outright 100 per cent for
women like International Women's Day is.
Just imagine if men had their own day. Nachos would
be served hourly, beer would flow from the kitchen tap,
all the major sporting events would happen consecutively,
and so on.
Aside from that vegetarians, feminists, and all of
Wolseley would be up in arms protesting with pitchforks
and granola, men would at least share their day with
women, just like we share every other holiday and celebration...except for International Women's Day.
At the risk of sounding serious, of course the backlash
would be different if men had their own day. But ladies,
stick with days like Feb. 14 and rid your lives of celebrating Mar. 8. It's that simple.
Don't victimize yourself and say that you are not
equal.

I
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will humanity fail Dallaire?
BY JILLIAN BROWN

are used to detonate mine fields
to allow safe passage for warqueue spiraled down the lords, and how they are herded
staircase from the third on the roads to halt aid conAll oor at the University of voys- only to be killed when the
Winnipeg on Mar. 9, and I was convoys are ambushed.
at the end of it.
He described finding a
Hundreds of people had three-year-old Rwandese boy
shown up to get a breath of orphaned by the roadside. The
inspiration from one of Canada's boy's clothes were rags; his
loudest voices on human rights, stomach was bloated, and scars
the Hon. Romeo Dallaire, and I marked his body. When Dallaire
cut in front of all of them.
picked up the little African, he
Dallaire's lecture, When realized the human soul tranHumanity Fails: Rwanda and scended all races.
Sudan, was exactly the hum"What I saw in the eyes of
bling dose of reality that I that three-year-old boy was the
needed as my recent days are same as I saw in the eyes of my
spent fretting about a job and three-year-old when I left for
my next hairstyle.
Rwanda," he said.
For those who do not know of
Dallaire, who suffered a menDallaire's journey, he headed the tal breakdown after returning to
'94 UN peacekeeping mission in Canada, has been relentlessly
Rwanda only to watch, with his touring on the topic, especially
hands tied by the UN's no force since his book Shake Hands
policy, as rebel Hutus slaugh- with the Devil: The Failure of
tered nearly 800,000 Tutsis.
Humanity in Rwanda won the
For those who do know some- Governor General's literary
thing of Dallaire, it comes as no award for non-fiction last year.
surprise that he talked about
His critics wonder how long
the international community's he's going to ride this Rwandan
lack of intervention into Africa's wave, insinuating he's exploiting
humanitarian crises.
the country's problems to gain a
Dallaire's words rang clear place in the spotlight or to heal
in my ears, reinforcing what I his wounds of guilt over a failed
had discovered during my trav- mission.
els around Southeast Asia and
But this man is the drivAfrica.
ing force behind the Canada
"All humans are human. Not International Development
one human is more human than Agency's War-Affected Children
the other...we are all exactly the campaign, which, in 2001,
same," he said.
pledged $122 million over five
Dallaire's current modus ope- years on child protection.
randi is stopping the exploitaHe's built schools in Rwanda
tion of African children, who are and throughout other African
sometimes drugged and forced nations so the children are eduto become soldiers at ages as cated about something other
young as eight years old.
than warfare.
He talked about how children
Did I mention that his lecture

was free?
During question period, I
asked Dallaire about the media's
role in telling the world about
Africa. He said news about
Rwanda's genocide never made
it past "the editor's desk," and he
wondered if the media's coverage
was so poor "because the public
wasn't involved or because they
didn't want to get involved?"
At this point, the older gentleman sitting beside me scoffed
and, under his breath, called
Dallaire "wrong" and "naive."
I approached this man after
the lecture, curious about his
critique, and he explained that
Dallaire doesn't realize how
much our economy is controlled
by corporations (somehow I
don't think this one slipped
past a decorated LieutenantGeneral).
He's saying Dallaire might as
well turn off his mic, because
he's not going to get anywhere
against the capitalist.
Whether immediate change
occurs or not, Dallaire witnessed
first-hand an atrocity which that
man, and no one else in that lecture hall, will ever experience. I
don't understand how that man
could even dare to argue that
Dallaire is "wrong."
Dallaire's motives come from a
much more spiritual place than
that man can ever imagine. It's a
personal calling, God's blessing,
and a path that has been chosen
for him.
Call Dallaire and me idealists,
but when did being hopeful
become harmful for humanity?

THIS YEAR WHEN CLASS IS OUT, GO ALL-IN WITH POKERROOM.COM'S

CANADIAN COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY

POKER CHAMPIONSHIP

speak
By Brook Jones

Over the years, Winnipeggers have been confronted
with many changes to the city's downtown. So, the projector asks, "How do you see Winnipeg's downtown?"

Amanda McQuaker, 21
electronic administration
"It's culturally diverse."

Courtney Valentic, 19
business administration
"There is lots of entertainment
downtown and I've been to the MTS
Centre for a hockey game. There are
also lots of specialty shops.
"

Sabrina Pereira, 18
business administration
"It's not bad as there are some interesting things to see. I went to the MTS
Centre to see the Backstreet Boys concert last fall."

Jon Romeo-Coquete, 19
business administration
"It's a good place with nice scenery. It
will take a lot of money to improve
Winnipeg's downtown and there is
also no parking for those visiting the
MTS Centre."

WWW.POKERROOM.COM/STUDENT
EXPERIENCE HEART POUNDING EXCIMAIENT
&I
LAI ENTER
DICED SWORE!

TONS OF FUN

Suzanne Lagasse, 23
business administration
"The city has done a good job fixing up downtown; however, parking is still a problem because of a
lack of space. I like the fact that
Red River College is downtown."

Jesse Wilson, 25
computer analyst programmer
IT'S ABSOLUTELY FREE TO ENTER • NO DOWNLOADS REQUIRED
Exclusive for all Canadian College & University students
Qualifier #1 Friday March 3 - 5pm
Qualifier #2 Saturday March 4 - 5pm
Qualifier #3 Sunday March 5 • 5pm
Qualifier #4 Friday March 10 - Spm
Qualifier #5 Saturday March 11 - 5pm
Qualifier #6 Sunday March 12 - 5pm

Qualifier #7 Friday March 17 -Spm
Qualifier #8 Saturday March 18 - 5pm
Qualifier #9 Sunday March 19 - Spm
Qualifier #10 Friday March 23 - Sum
Qualifier #11 Saturday March 24 - Spm
Qualifier #12 Sunday March 25 - 5pm

GRAND FINALE FINAL TABLE SATURDAY APRIL 1, Spm
For more details & registration visit: wymPokerRoorn.comiSTUDENT

YOU CAN BET THERE WILL BE A FULL HOUSE SO REGISTER TODAY!

"There is a real negative stigma
attached to downtown; however,
from the Esplanade Riel our downtown looks beautiful. The city has,
made good use of the space available
to build the MTS Centre and the Red
River College Princess Street campus
was a good project."
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reassessing
the
military's
role
abroad
BY AMANDA STUTT
VANCOUVER (CUP) -- Heavy criticism
was handed out over Canada's current role in
Afghanistan and Haiti during a talk at a UBC
theatre.
Canada's recent two-year military presence
in Haiti has been a "brutal occupation and has
been wiped from the historical record, less than
a few months after its finalisation," said Nathan
Crompton, a third-year political science major
during the "War, Gender and Terror" forum.
The history of Haiti as a nation has been completely obscured because of this, he added.
Nita Palmer, a UBC student organiser, discussed
the political reasoning behind the military interventions in Haiti and Afghanistan. She noted how
the geo-political positions of these nations are
viewed as "hubs of Canadian imperialism."
"Occupying Afghanistan opens up a lot of
opportunity for economic expansion...throughout
all of Europe and Asia," Palmer said, citing an
agreement signed following the 2002 invasion to
run an oil pipeline from Turkmenistan down to
Pakistan.
This pipeline would run straight through
Afghanistan, she added.
Palmer emphasized that Haiti is another strategic point. She noted that because Latin America
is a hotbed of social movements, the occupation
of Haiti made it a key political foothold in Latin
America.
Palmer also argued that Canada's role in these
occupations has brought destruction to not only
the lives of people in occupied nations, but also
to the lives of Canadians because of increases in
military spending.
"Students and youth bear the brunt of these
cuts to social programs by increasing debt and
poverty...These are not just attacks on people in
Haiti and Afghanistan, but also are attacks on
people in Canada," she said.
Women's Studies professor Sunera Thobani
spoke passionately about "an urgent need to commit ourselves to anti-war, anti-racist, anti- imperialist movements."
In the context of the current occupation of
Afghanistan, she said that prominent western
women who spoke in support of the invasion—
referring specifically to Laura Bush's public comments about the oppressed state of women under
the Taliban regime—legitimize the occupation of
Afghanistan, that "has been represented as a feminist project of liberating women."
However, she outlined that in contradiction to
this premise, that the war "has had devastating
consequences for the women in Afghanistan."
"Afghanistan still continues to be seen as 'the
good war,"' she stated, "and what this discourse
has done about liberating Muslim women is that
it has given the war a legitimacy that it otherwise
wouldn't have had."
In addition, Thobani stressed that since the
September 11 attacks, the Bush administration
presented an idea of an attack on the West and the
response in Canada was to accept this discourse of
Western values "being under attack by Muslims."
"The Muslim is now defined as the threat to
national security," shesaid. "Muslims today [don't
operate] in North America as a religious category,
[they] operate as a racialized category"
"We need to confront this anti-Islam hysteria,"
she said.
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hate attacks against
muslim students rock
u of t campus
BY SARAH BARMAK
TORONTO (CUP) -- The
conflict between Muslim and
anti-Islamic factions on a Toronto
university campus escalated to
physical violence in early March,
when what appears to be a series of
anti-Islamic attacks took place on
campus, including the assault of a
female Muslim student at a building on campus.
The student, who did not wish
to be named, was followed into a
washroom by a female assailant.
The woman shoved a flyer into the
student's chest, pushing her back,
while saying, "You need this, you're
a Muslim." The flyer advertised a
rally supporting Denmark over
last month's controversial Danish
cartoon of Mohammed.
After the student threw the flyer
away, the assailant asked her why
she had discarded it, and began
yelling at her and her friend to "go
back to [their] fucking country and
bomb it."
"She just kept yelling, 'Fucking
Muslim terrorists,"' said the student, who is in her fourth year of
school. The woman, as well as a
friend who was with her, looked to
be in their thirties.
The two assailants disappeared
when the student and her friend
ran to the porter's desk. A joint
investigation by campus police,

the Office of Community Safety,
and the Office of Anti-Racism is
ongoing.
"We're taking it quite seriously,"
said Staff Sergeant Steve Cox yesterday. "We have a description [of
the suspects]."
The attack was arguably the
most serious in a recent string
of incidents contributing to
what student union VP Equity
Shaila Kibria calls the "volatile
atmosphere on campus against
Muslims." One morning, a group
of Muslim women led by Kibria
had eggs thrown at them by a
group of people as they attempted
to tell other students about the
attack while passing out flyers for
International Women's Day.
"When I heard what happened
[to the student], it enraged me,"
said Kibria, who explained that
she had wanted to inform other
students. Although the motive for
the egging attack is still not clear,
two of the women pelted, including Kibria, were wearing hijabs, or
Islamic religious headgear.
Further upsetting students was a
photocopied article that was found
posted on a wall outside Sid Smith's
front doors. It contained one of the
infamous Danish cartoons as well
as the statement that it is "an accurate view of the religion of Islam,"
along with a scrawled-on phone
number and the name "Ted."

A website, whose address was
printed on the article, contained
instructions to university students
on how to print out the flyer and
distribute it on campus. When
reached at the number provided,
Ted, who would not give his full
name, said he was not affiliated
with the website, but thought its
message was "really super positive."
He said he had posted a thousand
flyers on U of T's and York's campuses. The flyers were different
than the one that was shoved into
the Muslim student's hands.
Kibria is angry that administrators have not done enough, in
her estimation, to send a message
that Islamophobia on campus is
not acceptable.
"What is the university doing?
Every time I talk to the Dean's
Office or [other administrators],
they send me a copy of their
official policy protecting freedom
of expression Like they're saying,
`Oh, shut up, shut up.'"
Kibria says administrators did
not respond adequately to The
Strand cartoon, nor have they
helped with other concerns.
"This has to be addressed by
administration," said the victim of
the attack. "I just don't understand.
There's this fear of Muslims and
I'm not sure why."

2005
CANNES LIONS
(The World's Best Commercials)

March 14 to April 2, 2006
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2:00pm matinees March 25 to April 2, 2006
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available at the WAG; Ticketmaster outlets;
Charge-by-phone: 780-3333; or www.ticketmaster.ca
(additional fees for phone/internet orders)
For more information call the WAG infoline at 789-1760 or visit www.wag.mb.ca
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anya could spell
an end to the cycle
BY CLAUDIA LI
VANCOUVER
(CUP)
-- Menstruation may soon
become a choice rather than a
necessity if the Anya birth control pill is approved by Health

Canada—expected to happen
sometime this year.
Unlike most oral contraceptives that are taken for 21 consecutive days, with a seven-day
window to allow for menstruation, Anya is to be taken every

day.
But the approval of this
pill will not come without
criticism. Many doctors have
already questioned whether or
not this pill is necessary, and
more importantly, safe.

Why N ortliwestern?
We're Passionate About Your
Future in Natural Health Care!
"The high quality of the professors at Northwestern is a
huge strength! The professors are very straightforward
about the amount of work that is required, but I know
I will look back and realize that I learned from the best
of the best"
— Chris Grier, chiropractic student, Student Senate President

NORTHWESTERN
HEALTH SCIENCES UNIVERSITY
2501 West 84th Street,

Bloomington, MN 55431

(952/800) 888-4777, ext. 409 www.nwhealth.edu

On March 29th and 30th Vote
Helena Herrera for Vice President,
Support Services
• Experienced, Capable,
Responsible
• Passionate About Students
• Willing to Stand up for
Students Rights
• Strong Leadership and
Communication skills
• Motivated, Dedicated and
Determined to Achieve
Results
• Desire to see Continual
Improvement and
Enhancement of Student
Life

RE-ELECT:

HELENA HERRERA
VICE PRESIDENT
SUPPORT SERVICES

ON MARCH 29th and 30th

CAST YOUR BALLOT!

VOTE YES!

"It's suggested that
this is a safe
and reversible
more
method, but
conI've done a review of
trol over
the literature and there just
our bodies
aren't the data there," said and we see that through
Christine Hitchcock, research the need to exercise, to diet,
associate at the UBC Centre [and] to have laser surgery
for Menstrual Cycle and on our eyes," Boddy said. "It
Ovulation Research.
imparts a sense of powerful"There are no data on ness, that you can actually
normal woman longer than choose what kind of body you
a year, there are no data on have. This illusion of control
return to fertility after you is something that is part of our
come off it and there are no culture."
data on the effects on breast
Boddy suggests that women
tissue. We don't know in 20 may want to take this pill to
years what the consequences distance themselves from menare going to be," she added.
struation because society sees it
While Anya has been as linked to female incompetouted as a radical new choice tence, and that women use it
in birth control for women,
Hitchcock is
unsure whether "We should be
women will be
able to make able to control
an informed
choice
with our own bodies."
the
lim- CHRISTINE HITCHCOCK
ited amount of
information
as an excuse for why they're not
available
"There's a long history of feeling well while on the job.
women being told that things Other reasons include the fact
are perfectly safe and good for that menstruation is viewed as
them and having that turn dirty or inconvenient. She does,
out to not be true because however, see a possible positive
there weren't adequate safety of the pill.
"[Tampons and sanitary napdata," Hitchcock said.
Initial doses of hor- kins are] bleached with chlorine
mones in oral contracep- bleach. If you don't have to
tives, for example, were menstruate then you don't have
dangerously high in the to expose your body to these
1960s. Thalidomide, a sorts of chemicals," she said.
Women who choose to take
drug developed to combat
morning sickness in preg- on the unknown risks of Anya
nant women, turned out to may not be much different from
cause severe birth defects. women who decided to take the
Recently, problems have original birth control pill in the
been discovered with hor- 1960s, since the long-term
mone replacement therapy effects were not known then
either, suggested Boddy. In
in menopausal women.
Aside from the physiol- fact, common oral contracepogy, the social implications tives still have side effects that
of Anya have made many are sometimes serious.
"We do know that oral
experts uncomfortable.
"It strikes me as manipu- contraceptives have risks, but
lating women's discomfort they are rare. If you're going
with our bodies and making to take something for lifestyle
money from that—which or cosmetic reasons, then any
seems like something to risk seems too high," said
resist," Hitchcock said. Hitchcock.
"It creates an expectation
that we should be able to
control...our own bodies,"
she added.
Janice Boddy, a UBC
professor of sociology and
anthropology, agreed.
"We try to exert more and
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around the town
COMPILED BY: AMIE LESYK

Concerts & Shows

no es

JEN ZORATTI,
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The British may not have good teeth, but
man, they do make good music.
This year, the UK has been the primary
export of big deal bands, most notably Franz
Ferdinand and Coldplay. But it was a group
of monkeys that took Brit-pop world by
storm.
The Arctic Monkeys get this year's title as
best band you've never heard of. The disheveled quartet from Sheffield, England have
erupted onto the world's dance floor, already
scoring a gig on Saturday Night Live and
picking up a lost of awards from both the
2006 NME awards and the 2006 Brit Awards,
with a little help from a tune called I Bet you
Look Good on the Dancefloor.
Ok, so this isn't exactly breaking news. But
the Arctic Monkeys had an interesting ride
straight up the UK Singles Chart.
The Arctic Monkeys became a buzz band
and wildly successful—even before their
debut album came out.
When Whatever People Say I am, That's What
I'm Not hit record stores on Jan. 23, there were
already full fledged Arctic Monkeys fans, and
the album has sold a record 360,000 copies to
date. Already, they are outselling everyone in
the UK top 20 album chart—combined.
But this rocket to fame has met mixed emotions from those hipster kids who were grooving to the band back in the day (like, four
months ago) when they were an obscure indie
band on the Internet. Some feel betrayed by
the severe lack of indie cred held by the band.
They like music before its cool, and once it
gets big, they ditch it.
I happen to think that the Arctic Monkey's
rapid rise out of a basement in Sheffield mark
an important turning point in music. Finally,
a band gets signed, gets big and gets played
for one simple reason. They are good. People
like how they sound. It was the fans who got
them where they are, rather than some A&R
rep who could very well have tossed their
album aside. They are one of the first bands
in a long time that got where they were the
ethically pure way.
But now, the challenge is to stay there.
We've seen scenes come and go at an incredibly fast rate. Think back long and hard to
the dark ages that was the year 2002. The
Strokes were one of the biggest bands on the
face of the Earth. Now, they are barely making a blip on the life support meter of the New
York garage rock scene.
Some argue that the new wave dance
pop scene will go the same way, and sure,
that could be valid. Some say that Franz
Ferdinand will be a two album wonder. And
some say that even The Arctic Monkeys will
be hard pressed to have staying power.
I think that's incredibly depressing. Music
should not be thought of as fashion. A band
should never be expected to change their
sound because their genre isn't vogue. Why
can't we like good, fun, frivolous music? Why
can't we keep appreciating good music?
I mean, would we stop listening to Oasis
the last time Brit-rock took a recession? Did
What's the Story Morning Glory suddenly
become less good?
I think not. When London's calling, listen.

City and Colour – Dallas Green of screaming punk-pop fame comes to town with his much
mellower side project, City and Colour. They are playing The Venue on Mar. 21 at 7 pm.
Cuff the Duke – Their music has been described as eclectic, sophisticated, moody and
elegant. This Oshawa, Ontario band brings their sounds to Winnipeg on Mar. 24 at the West
End Cultural Centre.
Frostbite 2006 – Death By Stereo heads the North American Frostbite tour which features
the likes of other hard-core rockers Bigwig, The Flatliners, Bid D & The Kids Table and No
Hope. The tour hits Winnipeg on Mar. 25 at the WECC.
Save the Drag Events – Many events have taken place in the past two months in an effort to
keep the doors of the Mondragon open--and more are set for the nest two weeks. Folk singer
Rik Leaf performs on Mar. 24; a fundraising social will be held at the Graffiti Gallery on Mar.
25; movie night is set for Mar. 29; and a folk show featuring Claire Therese, J.D. Ormond and
T.J Blair will go down on Mar. 30.
DJ Hunnicut – Hunnicut is spinning at this fundraiser for Platform Gallery. The show also
features The Abzurds. It will take place on Mar. 25 at The Warehouse.
Matthew Good – Good's Solo Accoustic tour stop in Winnipeg on Mar. 27 has already sold
out, but have added a second show. It will be Mar. 26 at the WECC. Tickets are available
through Ticketmaster.
Wintersleep – East-coast rockers, Wintersleep play the Collective Cabaret with Jill Barber
and Contrived on Mar. 28.
Metalfest – This annual affair of debauchery takes place from Mar. 31 – Apr. 1 at The Zoo.

Film Events & Openings
Lucid – Winnipeg-based director Sean Garrity's film latest feature film, Lucid, opened in
Winnipeg on Mar. 17.
Awesome; I F***in' Shot That! – This movie was shot by fifty different fans during a
Beastie Boys concert at Madison Square Garden. It was directed by Adam Yauch and contains
not only concert footage but behind-the-scenes action as well. It is being shown for one night
only at Silvercity Polo Park on the evening of Mar. 23.
Winnipeg International Jewish Film Festival – Running from Mar. 27 to Apr. 5, this
festival features films from around the world. It takes place at the Asper Jewish Community
Campus. A schedule of shows can be found at radyjcc.com.

Art
aceartinc. – The experimental photography exhibit Mentis Prehensio by Sarah Crawley
opened this month and runs until Apr. 22.

IN11.16LLLP
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cd reviews
Opeth
w/Devildriver,
Dark Tranquility
March 5, 2006
The Venue

band rocks, fan
sleeps like baby
BY MIKE UHRICH

through songs like Ghosts of
Perdition and Baying of the
efore going to an Hounds off of their newest
Opeth concert, make album Ghost Reveries, while
sure that you get a vocalist and guitarist Mikael
good night's sleep the night Akerfeldt exchanged in some
before.
humorous banter with the
Why is this information audience.
leading an in-depth review of
Unfortunately, they didn't
a concert put on by Sweden's touch on Damnation, their
leading progressive death 2003 acoustic album, but
metal band?
did manage to touch on
Well, normally it wouldn't tracks from their early days
be, but on the fateful eve on albums like Deliverance
that was Mar. 5, I decided and Blackwater Park.
to board the sleepy train to
The only downside about
visit Mother Goose right in the evening's performance
row 18.
was the lack of emotion on
Now it's not like I fell stage from the band. Despite
asleep for long, no more their intriguing interacthan a minute, but I still tion with the crowd, the
feel terrible about it. The band basically just stood in
guilt is eating me apart and place and motored through
ripping away at my insides. 10-minute song after 10I feel like
I need to minute song. If there would
go to confession for have been some sort of laser
I have cammitted the show I might not have fallen
ultimate concert sin.
asleep.
I wouldn't feel as bad if
I did manage to stay
the band sucked, but Opeth awake for the opening acts
is awesome, and they were though, which does redeem
awesome.
me, since so many fans don't
Playing to a sold out crowd even bother to show up
at The Venue, the band laced for those bands. Not metal

B

fans, though, the army that
invaded the floor of The
Venue had their horns in
the air from the first second
and didn't let up, singing and
chanting along with all three
bands on the bill.
Opening
act
Dark
Tranquility provided support on the tour and had the
crowd in frenzy from minute
one.
They were followed by
former Coal Chamber lead
singer Dez Fafara's new band
Devil Driver, which is named
after the bells witches use to
drive evil away when they are
casting their spells. The band
was apparently filming a live
DVD at the show, when
they encouraged people to
form a giant circle pit and
kill everything within arm
swinging radius.
It was hilarious to watch,
but finding any cameras was
a hell of a lot harder than
locating Waldo. Better luck
next time Martin Hanford.
Yawn.
All this writing is making
me tired. I think it's time for
a nap.

The Hardtails
The Hardtails
Independent
Now these are the boys your mama warned you about. Clad in leather
jackets and riding motorcycles on the CD cover, the photo sets the tone
for The Hardtails' old-style outlaw rock n' roll.
The Hardtails come blasting out of Calgary, Alberta with this wellpolished, six song ER It has a retro feel with high reverb and twangy
guitars. Late Night Mike is a smaller guy who lays down some big bass
on an upright and the drumming is simple but solid.
Two highlights of the album are Girls and Gasoline and Black Cats and
Cigarettes. Girls and Gasoline is a fast paced number with some thumping bass you can't help but get carried away by and lyrics that are fun to
follow as they tell a story.
Black Cats and Cigarettes has some rippin' guitar and smooth lyrics.
Generally all their songs are well constructed, but O'Reilly's vocals on
You're Better Than Me are the EP's only letdown.
- AMIE LESYK

Our Mercury
From Below

Smallman Records
The aptly titled, basement-created From Below is the first fulllength album from Edmonton's Our Mercury, signed to Winnipegbased Smallman Records last year.
The band's lengthy history is evident in the tight rhythms on From
Below, from the keyboard-driven opener Spirits Up to the epic closer
Night of the Year, one of the best on the album. Nothing You Say is a
catchy rocker and a personal top pick. The danceable Shawna Don't
Wanna and The Basement's Calling (which could serve as an alternate
album title), are two other standouts.
Stevenson's raspy harmonies provide melodic moments which
could be classified as pop punk. But, as their biggest influence, The
Clash, always did, the band fuses rock, pop, and reggae overtones,
resulting an eclectic mix of songs that keep the listener interested.
From Below may not be anything ground breaking for the genre,
but it has enough layers, emotional maturity, and variation to stand
out as a solid punk rock album.
- CRAIG BECKER

Introducing The

Princess Grill

Breakfast & Lunch Daily Monday to Saturday

Students and faculty order any plat
and receive free coffee or fountain pop.

in or T
943-9010

Offer excludes breakfast and !snub specials)

85 Princess St

Before ordering show your Student Card
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academy sticks
it to cowpokes
from the
je
cutting room

BY SHERI LAMB

door

I

usually do not have the patience
to sit through the endlessly boring Academy Awards, where the
only entertainment is betting on which
Hollywood starlet falls out of her dress
first. But, when I heard Jon Stewart
would host this year's extravaganza I
decided to give the night of a thousand
stars another chance.
The awards opened with a humorous skit with all of the former hosts
explaining why they were unable to
come out to this year's party, including
perennial host Billy Crystal and Chris
Rock spoofing Brokeback's gay cowboy
theme. It ended with Stewart waking
up in bed with the night's favourite
winner George Clooney (at least he
was the cameraman's favourite).
Stewart looked nervous all night, but
he still managed to bring his typical
brand of humour to the show, taking shots at U.S. politics, journalists
and suggesting pimps are just agents
with better hats. At times his political
humour seemed misdirected for his
audience, especially when he joked he
saw more Hollywood celebrities out
there than at the Democratic convention, but I think he earned himself
another chance at the job.
Now I'll share some of my favourite
moments.

coming soon from a student near you

BY ALAN MACKENZIE

I

don't spend enough time writing about
myself in this column. Isn't that the
point of having a column? Okay, it's
not, but indulge me.
Soon the school year will be over, I will
be graduating and From the Cutting Room
Floor will be no more (only two more issues
of the Projector left before a much needed
summer sabbatical). After I graduate I will
have to look for a job and I may — or may
not — one day be a well-respected journalist. But whether or not that happens, my
time at RRC will not have been wasted. I
may not have the big job offers, I may not
get on the honour roll, but I'll leave knowing I accomplished something I've always
wanted to do. I made a film.
After nearly two years of criticizing
other's motion pictures in these pages, I
wrote, produced, edited and directed my
own movie short ready to be torn apart
by people who, like me, often think they
can produce something better than what's
already on screen.
I think now is the right time for student
films. Technology allows us to make movies
that look as good as a lot of what you see in
the theatre (of course, this doesn't mean we
always pull it off) and, more importantly,
it's nice to see something with - an amateurish charm to it.
We live in an age where low-budget movies are starting to look like big-budget movies and everything starts to look the same.
With digital filmmaking and an over-abundance of CGI, it's rare when a movie stands
out these days. I feel like it's been a while
since I was blown away in a movie theatre.
But I have been wowed in the edit suite a
lot lately...and not just mine.
Over the next couple of weeks Red River
students will be screening their low budget
screen gems, and most of the work I've seen
has been quite impressive.
On Tuesday Mar. 28 the Extreme Design
Film Festival takes place at the Imax. It will
feature short films and new media created
by RRC creative arts students.
For only five dollars you can see over
30 films with subject matter ranging from
gangsters and plushing to eye gouging and
a therapeutic moustache.
If five dollars is too steep, you can also
check out the creative communications
students presenting their Independent
Professional Projects at the Planetarium
Auditorium Mar. 22 to 24. The IPP is
a project that students take a whole year
to work on. Some students are putting
on events, others have written books and
some, like me, created short films.
For the low, low price of absolutely nothing you can see several films — including
my epic tale of soup and madness — with
subject matter ranging from the last day of
a man's life to a prank war to the friendship
between a man and a rodent.
This is not the kind of work you'll see
coming out of Hollywood and that makes
me proud of my time here.

Sweetest Moment — America's
latest sweetheart Reese Witherspoon
nabbing her first Oscar for her role as
June Carter Cash in Walk the Line.
Most Bizarre Moment
Ben
Stiller coming out dressed in green
from head to toe and giving the award
for visual effects by pretending to be
nothing more than a talking head.
—

Best Comedic Moment
Lily
Tomlin and Meryl Streep presenting
Robert Altman with an honourary
Oscar for all of his lifetime achievements in film.
—

Most Overdone Moments The
endless montages of virtually every
film Hollywood ever made. Several
precious minutes could have been
saved if these repetitive medleys were
discontinued. Why couldn't they have
allowed winners an extra 30 seconds
or a minute on their speeches?
—

Most Excited Winners Three 6
Mafia for their song It Hard to be a
Pimp from the movie Hustle & Flow.
Their impromptu speech showed
their surprise at receiving the award
and they definitely showed that tuxes,
suits and gowns could be on their way
out... well, maybe not.
—

Interview skills rusty?
Resume need a lift?
CAREER AND EMPOYMENT SERVICES CAN HELP YOU!
Career and Employment Services provides a full range of employment services to
students.
Please contact the RRC Employmeot Centre for assistance with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

job-seeking skills
resumes
cover letters
interview preparation
employment application forms
current labour market information
any other career/employment-related matter

Employment opportunities directed exclusively at Red River College students are posted on
workopolisCampus.com, an employment website used by many colleges and universities
across Canada. The service allows students and alumni to look for jobs online 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. Using WorkopolisCampus is absolutely FREE!

HOW DO I REGISTER WITH WORKOPOLISCAMPUS?
To register with WorkopolisCampus log on at www.workopolisCampus.com and simply
click on the New Job Seekers Register Here button. Each user will be required to complete a
mini registration (personal information and academic data). To view job postings targeting
Red River College you will need a password which is RrCcMb97.

NOTRE DAME CAMPUS (204) 632 — 2128 ROOM D102

PRINCESS STREET CAMPUS (204) 949 — 8368 ROOM P206
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for whom the bull tolls
Bulls

Running with the

Running With the Bulls:
My Years With the Hemingways
by Valerie Hemingway

thg
HEMING\41MS

tv blahs? send
in the clerks

V ALER IE

DARREN RIDGLEY, COLUMNIST
ile perusing my humble but
prolific DVD shelf over the
past few days, in addition to my
larger library of obtained videos burned to
CD, I've come to a conclusion: modernday television watchers have absolutely no
taste.
In my collection (and the collections of
like-minded pals) you can find quite a few
TV shows that were cancelled incredibly
prematurely.
We've lost a lot of great TV due to poor
ratings, and that especially applies to animated fare. What first drew my attention
as I browsed my collection of discs was
Clerks: The Animated Series. Based on the
1994 Kevin Smith film of the same name,
this cartoon had a fantastic, absurdist and
self-aware sense of humour that to me
stands well on its own alongside heavyweights like The Simpsons and Family Guy.
However, as funny as I thought it was, the
show was cancelled after something like
four episodes. You can now find this fantastic show (plus the two unaired episodes)
on DVD for less than twenty dollars.
Cartoons are probably the most frequently cancelled because none of them
seem to compete with Matt Groening's
monster. MTV's Clone High a spoof on
teen dramas starring cloned historical figures- was cancelled after one season which
ended cruelly with a cliffhanger.
Spike TV's This Just In the only proright-wing TV show that I've ever found
more clever than its leftist counterpartslasted about as long as Clerks did, and now
you can't find a trace of the show anywhere,
online or otherwise (A Democrat conspiracy?). Titus was hilarious, and it too lasted
only a season, for reasons I'll never understand. I eagerly await the day I can afford
to purchase the DVD collection.
Meanwhile, Survivor is in something
like its 32nd season, FOX has a new halfassed drama cooked up every month, South
Park the lowest common denominator of
animated comedies- has a strong following,
and I would be shocked'to find that a third
of the people reading this have even heard
of the shows I've mentioned in this space.
Not to say that we haven't had some great
long-running shows. Of course you have
dramas like The West Wing and then there
are your 24's, Friends, and your Frasiers.
But despite the exceptions to the rule, it
seems like we have a whole lot of long-running schlock and far too many shows that
display remarkable promise that don't get
a fair shake. Family Guy is a special case,
we managed to resurrect it- as a Phoenix
might rise from the ashes- through DVD
sales and it has now reclaimed its place in
TV Guide (now we just have to get Seth
McFarlane to make a new episode more
than once a month).
I can only encourage you to look up
some of the shows I've mentioned and try
to initiate the same rebirth. Head down to
your local video retailer now and look these
shows up- you won't be disappointed.
-

E

BY JOANNA
FULTZ
bull's horn
gorges into
he side of
a matador spilling
blood on to the
sand of the stadium.
Dust rises in the waves of
the Spanish afternoon heat. A young,
green journalist sits intrigued by the
gruesome excitement of it all. To her
right sits Ernest Hemingway, to her
left Mary Hemingway, in a moment
not many aspiring journalists of our
time could hope to experience.
But these events and company
were typical in the life of the then
19-year-old Irish journalist, Valerie
Hemingway, during the strange summer of 1959. While traveling with
the cuadrilla, (Ernest Hemingway's
ever changing group of brilliant
literary minds and booze hounds),
the writer's perspective is beautifully
detailed by Valerie present day, 46
years later.

The autobiography/
biography Running
with the Bulls:
My Years with the
Hemingways transcends the boundaries of the journalist/
subject
relationship. Her fond, occasionally biting accounts reveal the unbelievable
journalistic opportunity of working
with and befriending the literary
genius, Ernest Hemingway, in the last
turbulent years of his life and those
after his suicide.
As a callow journalist still wet with
ink behind her ears, the acceptance of
a literary interview with Hemingway
would throw Valerie into a life long
connection with the eccentric family
and a few treasured years with Papa
himself. "I came to know a great deal
about Ernest, more than I had ever
gleaned about another human being,"
she writes.
Her descriptions of the political
unrest in Cuba and the excitement
and danger of living in Ireland in

the 1950's are also valuable to readers
today, documenting the feelings and
events of living in those areas at that
time.
Through her closeness with
Hemingway, she was able to write
about him with insight. "When he
enjoyed life, he enjoyed it to the fullest, and he had a gift of being able to
impart his pleasure and enthusiasm
to those around him." Even his less
flattering side is captured. "There was
a dark side: an enemy was a deadly
enemy, usually for keeps," she writes.
In this book a young journalist
finds a voice, an old man finds a
protege, and one can't help but turn
another page.
Valerie Hemingway catapults the
reader from the Parisian countryside
to basking in the sun in the lush
mango groves of Cuba while telling
the tale of how one meeting with
Ernest Hemingway changed her last
name (after meeting his son Gregory),
her life, and her writing.

balm for the breakup sting
It's Called a Breakup Because Its Broken:
The Smart Girl's Breakup Buddy
By Greg Behrendt and Amiira Ruotola-Behrendt

-

-

m

BY HELEN CHOLAKIS

I

f you find yourself lying in wait
on an ex's street every night, investigating whether he's bringing Jill
from accouwing home, you should
take this boo1 with you.
Its Called a Breakup Because it's
Broken: The Smart Girl's Breakup
Buddy (Broadway Books, 2005) is
just the thing to help get you through
the nasty aftermath of an unwanted
split. It's targeted towards 20 to 30something-year-old women, but has
a bonus chapter for males, entitled
"Dude, Get Off Her Lawn (The
Tough Guy's Breakup Buddy.)"
The authors of the book are Greg
Behrendt (co-author of the 2004
smash He's Just Not That Into You)
and Amiira Ruotola-Behrendt. And
yes, they're a married couple. While
married couples tend to be anathema
to fresh singles, these authors paint
their relationship as the great part of
a breakup. If they hadn't had brutal
breakups themselves, they would
never have found the bliss that is
each other (awww!).
That gets a bit annoying sometimes, but their advice is actually
so terrific you don't mind the odd
bit of gushing. The book focuses
on helping you to realize the breakup

was for the best, maintain your selfesteem and respect, take care of yourself, and move on.
The book is separated into two
parts: "The Breakup (Or, How
the Hell Did a Kick-Ass Lady Like
Myself End Up in This Agonizing
Nightmare)" and the "The Breakover
(Or, How to Become a Superfox
Breakup Warrior with Lustrous Hair
and a Whole Bunch of Self-Worth!)"
It includes workbook exercises such as
writing down ten things to do
besides

mummimpr
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call, and a Q & A section, where you
will find questions along the lines of
"What if I can't stop breaking into his
IM account?"
My favorite parts are the "Psycho
Confessionals" where women talk
about the nutty things they did to
their exes. The authors are so unfailingly funny and positive, you feel like
they're your friends by the end of the
book. (They're not - you paid $26.95.
for this, remember?) Behrendt,
a comedian, even has a website,
gregbehrendt. com, where you can
download ringtones for when your
ex's number comes up on your caller
ID that feature him encouraging you
not to answer.
Criticizing this book feels a little
like bashing the driving of someone
who offers you a ride to the airport
at 5 am. Stylistically, it may not be
everyone's cup of tea, but it really
serves an important purpose. Any
book that tries to help a person
through the misery of a breakup is a
book I want... to mail to my friends
who won't stop bugging me about
Carlos and Albert. This book takes
the place of a friend, but its cell phone
is never off, and it's never making dinner for its kids or God forbid, going
out on a date.
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grey's
anatomy

"I spent all my money on
wine and women; the
rest I spent foolishly"

tv that won't hurt
BY SHERI LAMB
ad singers, greedy backstabhers and worm-eating contestants have dominated our TV
screens over the last several years. It's
enough to make any self-confessed
tube-lover want to turn the dial to
off forever.
Just when I was about to give
up on the idea of there ever being
another really well-scripted drama
on television, along came the medical hit Grey's Anatomy, allowing my
lifetime love affair with the tube to
rage on.
I'm surprised at my passion for the
Sunday night show on CTV because
I've never watched a medical show
previously. I detest the sight of blood
and when I hear the word needle, I'll
run screaming from the room.
When it seems everyone and his
no-talent dog can enjoy at least 15
minutes of fame, it's nice to see the
people who've worked hard at their
craft — actors and writers — be praised
for their work and rewarded where it
counts in the ratings. In the episode
following last month's Super Bowl,
Grey's Anatomy reached a series high
of over 35 million viewers.
Grey's Anatomy follows the trials
and tribulations of Dr. Meredith
Grey (Ellen Pompeo), an intern in a
Seattle hospital, and how she and her
four co-interns balance the demanding schedule at the hospital, while
trying (usually unsuccessfully) to
have a personal life.
Other cast members include
Golden Globe winner and Canadian
actress Sandra Oh, who plays the
ultra-competitive Christina Yang
and Patrick Dempsey as Dr. Derek
"McDreamy" Shepherd, the interns'
boss and Meredith's on-again, offagain love interest. I hadn't heard
anything about Dempsey's career
since he made the late '80s teen flick
Can't Buy Me Love, so it's nice to see
him back on the screen and doing
well with a hit show.
Anyone who saw the episode after
the Super Bowl knows why Grey's
Anatomy is one of the top shows on
television right ' now It's funny, it's
emotionally gripping and it's about
life, death and real human emotions.
The characters are likable, even when
they make very human mistakes.
I encourage anyone who has never
tuned in to this medical miracle to
take a look at one of the truly great
shows on television today. Forget
about the people with the squeaky
voices attempting to convince the
world they can sing. Take a peek at a
show where there's real talent.
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BY BRENDA BOONSTRA
t starts as a friend to a good filet
mignon. Then, there is a celebration, so you order a nice bottle of
Chianti. Before you know it, no evening is complete without a beautiful
bottle of wine on your table. And thus,
a love affair with wine is ignited.
Once you fall in love with wine,
you wonder how you ever did without
it. Some people, like wine taster Rolf
Simon, become positively charmed by
it.
"It started with
just trying a different bottle of
wine every time
I was out for
dinner," says
Simon. "I
discovered I
loved everything about
it. Why the
wines taste
different,
where
the
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grapes are grown, the smell, everything."
For Simon, wine became more than
just a passion; it became an obsession
and a challenge. Unable to quench his
thirst for knowledge, Simon became a
member of the Opimian Society, which
offers everything from advice on how to
build and stock your own wine cellar, to
a textbook on the subject of wines.
For Simon, this was only the beginning.
Simon took jobs in fine wine stores
in Winnipeg as a wine consultant and
eventually became a member of the
external tasting panel for the Manitoba
Liquor Control Commission. He was
the wine columnist for the Winnipeg
Sun and became involved with the
German Wine Society (GWS), which
has chapters all over the world.
Before long, Simon rose to the top
of the barrel and became president of
the Winnipeg chapter of the GWS.
He was named the Opimian Wine
Society's Wine Taster of the Year 1980
through to 1983. In 1986 Simon won
the GWS's wine tasting competition in
Manitoba, and a good showing in the
Toronto finals took him to Germany to
compete for the world title.
"Oh, it was wonderful," says Simon.
"We would hop on a bus and they
would bring us on a tour of all the
German wine regions. We would get a
paper on all the features of a wine and
we would taste it. At the end of the
week, you had a bunch of wines in
front of you, blind, and you would
just sit there, taste, compare the taste
with your notes and make a guess. I
got fifth place."
Following wine around the world
has put a certain spark in Simon's
eye. He lights up when he begins
to talk about wine and he has
trouble pinning down a favourite
bottle.
However, he does keep a
prized bottle in his cellar ready
for the perfect occasion.
"I could never choose a
favorite wine but if I had to it
would have to be a full-bodied
dry red wine from Australia
or Chile, one with a good
balance of quality and price,
maybe a Syrah or a Cabernet
Sauvignon.

"It's safe to say that at least 90 per
cent of wines are meant to be consumed
within a year or two," says Simon. "But
there are those very expensive wines
from Bordeaux, Burgundy, some from
other countries as well, that can withstand aging of decades, never mind
years."
Simon says some remarkable changes
can occur in wines if given the time.
Simple scents can give way to entire
bouquets of aromas. A Cabernet can
become more soft, spicy or plumy while
a Syrah may develop a more smooth
and balanced character.
So how does one know when it is
time to uncork that long-saved bottle
of wine?
Usually the wine stores release bottles
of white and rose wines at about the
time they are ready to be uncorked.
However, a good bottle of red wine
can be kept for years and might be best
savored on a special occasion.
Though Simon has a highly developed palate, he understands that there
are many people who enjoy wine, but
don't know much about it.
He offers advice to the emerging wine
aficionado.
"You'll find that the most difficult
thing about tasting wines is trying to
describe the flavours. You have to develop your vocabulary and connect it to
your olfactory responses. The difference
is the more specific the area where the
grapes are grown the more individualistic the resulting wine is. You can almost
taste the soil where the grapes grow.
You might taste anything from pepper
or spice to cedar or perfume, and once
the bottle is open, the smell and taste
will continually change."
With this kind of wine-tasting gift,
you would think Simon would have
boatloads of money and a grand wine
cellar, but in fact, he keeps his wine in
an old shed behind his house.
He no longer makes money on his
talent but Simon never strays far from
his passion.
When asked what gets him excited
these days he says, "Opening every
bottle still is exciting for me, but mostly
I love to find a good balance between
the price and a surprising taste because
that is what wine is really all about: balance."
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Not sure how to address that touchy situation?
Maybe a PC response is just what you need.
Dear Carly and Paul,

MA IL

rilyanclpead
@thepropctor.ca

Dear Carly and Paul:

When is it time to call it quits with a friendship? I have been best friends with "Jane" for
years. Lately, everything she does is annoying me,
and I can't seem to shake it. Do you think this is a
phase, or should I just tell her "See ya"?
Bad Friend

I am dating a guy who I'm pretty sure is gay. He's
pretty feminine in the way that he acts, my gay friends
say they feel a gay vibe, and he isn't very into to it when
we are, you know, doing stuff After a few drinks, however, he gets a lot more into it. I don't think straight guys
can ignore their naked girlfriend as completely as he can
when he's sober. What do you think?

Paul Says:

Dating a Femme Boy

It's time to call it quits in a friendship when
the negatives start outweighing the positives.
This is something you really should have
learned before starting school. Not college
school but before actual primary school... like
as in before kindergarten.
If you don't enjoy being with the person,
then don't be with the person. It is as simple
as that. You will always find new best friends
somewhere down the line. In fact, once you
ditch your best friend, your second favourite
friend becomes your new best friend; your
problem is solved.

Paul Says:
If your boyfriend doesn't pay attention to you when
you're naked and doesn't really get into, you know, doing
stuff... maybe it's not him. Maybe it's you.
Sorry if this sounds like I am being a jerk but, seriously,
gay vibes and gaydar are just things Will and Grace use to
get a laugh on a failing sitcom.
Here's a neat-o idea that maybe you could try on. Why don't
you ask him and then based on what he answers, you'll know?
It's an idea that's so crazy... it just might work.

Carly Says:

Carly Says:

Sounds like the friendship has been over for
a while. If you can't find a way to talk to her
about your feelings, then finish it.
If you do talk to her, this is not a chance for
you to bitch about every little thing she's ever
done, it's a chance to explain your feelings and
ask for specific and attainable changes. Asking
for the moon is only going to make you look
like the jerk in this situation.
Good friends are hard to find though- is she
a good friend?

After a few drinks, I can get "a lot more into" a lot of things, including coed twister, shot gunning beer and doing the robot (which I can't do sober...
hmm.)
If sex is one of the things he needs alcohol to get into, you are not dealing
with a grown up here sister, you are dealing with either a) a virgin b) someone
with very low self esteem or c) a gay man who doesn't like women. Why don't
you ask him to take the multiple choice and let you know?
Bottom line: if you don't feel attractive and wanted, what kind of relationship is this anyway?
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bonus point
You're going to take me out of the
strip? But I'm loving the limelight!

There are no more cameos, alright?
I'm going back to old characters.

Don't do this, Ridgley. Don't make

Marcus and Colby are dying over here.

it come down to this.

I've only got so
many strips left,
Carly. You're out.
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That's good, that's good... But my
cr•wn... It should be BIGGER, I think.

PUPPY FACE!
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SPARK'

ELU
the future is friendly'

SPARK a song
from disco to reggae.
What is SPARK? It's now to get
that cool song you just heard, right away.
Browse hundreds of thousands of songs

downloac and listen to full tracks, Zip
and customize your playlists, all on your phone.
LG 8100

You want a song? You got a song
Now throw your wings in the air. SPARK.

